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Circle the correct answer: 

 

1.  Which sequence of sizes is correct: 

  A. Byte < Gigabytes < Megabytes < Kilobytes 

  B. Byte < Kilobytes < Gigabytes < Megabytes 

  C. Byte < Kilobytes < Megabytes < Gigabytes 

  D. Byte < Megabytes < Kilobytes < Gigabytes 

 

2.  Main memory in the computer is volatile, which means: 

  A. information in main memory is lost when the computer is turned off 

  B. information in main memory is not lost when the computer is turned off 

  C. information in main memory can be loaded only from a floppy, CD, DVD, or hard disk drive 

  D. information in main memory can be loaded only from the Internet 

 

3.  Which of the following have not been used to make hard disk drive accesses faster in general: 

  A. Smaller disk size to reduce seek time 

  B. Spin the disk faster to reduce latency time 

  C. Use a larger/thicker coax cable between the disk and system bus to decrease the transfer time 

  D. Buffer several blocks from the same track/cylinder group anticipating requests to access them 

 

4.  The short-cut to start a slide show from the first slide in PowerPoint is: 

  A. <Shift>+<F5> 

  B. <F5> 

  C. <Ctrl>+N 

  D. <Shift>+<Enter> 

 

5.  Menu items that are not available for the current selection are generally colored: 

  A. teal 

  B. white 

  C. aqua 

  D. gray 

 

6.  Which is not true of the Save As option: 

  A. Has short-cut of <Ctrl>+S 

  B. Writes current instance to disk allowing you to specify a new/different name and location 

  C. Should be one of the first operations you perform when creating a new instance of an application 

  D. Can be used to overwrite an existing file 

 

 

 

 

 

(Over) 



7.  To select two noncontiguous/nonadjacent items, you need to select one and then click on the other while 

holding down the: 

  A. Option key 

  B. Control key 

  C. Shift key 

  D. Alt key 

 

8.  The short-cut for Undo is: 

  A. <Shift>+<Delete> 

  B. <Ctrl>+Z 

  C. <Ctrl>+U 

  D. <Ctrl>+<Backspace> 

 

9.  The task switcher (including the enhanced Microsoft Power Toys task switcher) cycles through open 

  applications using the key sequence: 

  A. <Shift>+<F5> 

  B. <Ctrl>+T 

  C. <Esc> 

  D. <Alt>+<Tab> 

 

Fill in the blanks. 

 

10.  The short-cut for Paste is ________________________. 

 

11.  Individual display units on the computer screen are called _____________________. 

 

12.  WWW is short for ______________________________________________________. 

 

13.  ___________________ is the color model used in monitor. These letters represent the colors 

 

   ___________ ___________  ___________ 

 

14.  GUI is short for _______________________________________________________. 

 

15. The most useful shortcut I have learned so far (not on this quiz) is ... 

 

 

 

 

 


